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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G s GL n, C act on a vector space V of dimension n over C. Let
B be the variety of complete flags in V. If u is a unipotent element of G,
w xlet B be the subvariety of B of flags fixed by u. Spaltenstein Sp andu
w xSteinberg S1 showed that the irreducible components of B areu
parametrized by standard tableaux of shape l, where l is the partition of
w xn corresponding to the Jordan form of u. Furthermore, Steinberg S2
showed that the relative position of any two components of B can beu
described by the Robinson]Schensted correspondence.
 .  .Let L be a subgroup of G isomorphic to GL m, C = GL n y m, C .
The Weyl group W of G is isomorphic to S and the Weyl group W X of Ln
is isomorphic to S = S . The Littlewood]Richardson rule gives them nym
decomposition of an induced representation of an irreducible representa-
tion of W X into irreducible representations of W. In this paper we describe
 .the right cells of W in the sense of Kazhdan]Lusztig which arise in the
induced representation of a right cell of W X, by means of the correspond-
ing standard tableaux. This is done by studying the triple consisting of a
unipotent conjugacy class in G and a pair of flags which are attached to an
element of W by Steinberg's theorem. Given a pair of standard tableaux
corresponding to an irreducible representation of W X, we attach to them
 .Theorem 4.2 a set of standard tableaux corresponding to the irreducible
constituents of the induced representation of W. This can be regarded as a
reformulation and a refinement of the Littlewood]Richardson rule.
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Finally we remark that we have an independent proof of the Little-
wood]Richardson rule within the framework of the representation theory
and combinatorics of the symmetric group and the geometry of the flag
manifold. Our theorem also contains as a special case a rule given by
Remmel and Whitney to compute the Littlewood]Richardson coefficients.
w xThe results of this paper were announced in FPAC .
2. KAZHDAN]LUSZTIG THEORY
Let W be a Weyl group. The elements of W are partitioned into left,
right, and two-sided cells. In this paper we will be concerned with right
cells.
Let W X be a standard parabolic subgroup of W and D the set of
distinguished right coset representatives of W X in W. If G is a right cell of
w xW then we have a corresponding QW-module G . The following theorem
w x  .is stated by Lusztig in L for left cells and attributed to Barbasch and
Vogan.
 .  w x x. X X w X x2.1 THEOREM See L , 5.26.1 . Let G be a right cell of W and G
the corresponding QW X-module. Then GXD is a union of right cells of W and
w X x W w X x.XG D spans a QW-module isomorphic to Ind G .W
We now specialize to the case W s S and W X ( S = S . The rightn m nym
cells of W are parametrized by standard tableaux. If G corresponds to the
standard tableau T then w g G if and only if w corresponds to a pair
 . T , S for some S under the Robinson]Schensted correspondence see,
w x. Xe.g., GM, p. 54 . Now suppose w g G, T are as above and w s w d where
wX g W X, d g D. Furthermore suppose wX lies in the right cell GX of W X.
X X  X.Since W ( S = S , G corresponds to a pair S, S of standardm nym
tableaux. Our aim in the following sections is to study the relationship
 X.between T and the pair S, S .
For convenience we state the Littlewood]Richardson rule here, with
W s S , W X s S = S as above. Let x l, x m, x n be the irreduciblen m nym
characters of S , S , S parametrized by partitions l, m, n of n, m, n yn m nym
W  m n .Xm, respectively. We consider the induced character Ind x = x sW
 g l x l.l mn
 4Let n s n , n , . . . . A skew tableau of shape lrm has weight n if it has1 2
n entries 1, n entries 2, etc. which are weakly increasing along rows and1 2
strictly increasing along columns. The word of the tableau is then read
from top to bottom and from right to left. The word is a lattice permuta-
tion if for each i the number of occurrences of i is not less than the
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number of occurrences of i q 1 in each initial segment of the given word.
 .We denote by L lrm, n the set of skew tableaux of shape l and weight n
whose words are lattice permutations.
 . w x l2.2 LITTLEWOOD]RICHARDSON RULE M, p. 142 . The multiplicity gmn
l W  m n . l <  . <Xof x in Ind x = x is gi¨ en by g s L lrm, n .W mn
3. FLAGS
 .Let u be a unipotent element of G s GL n, C acting on the vector
space V s Cn. The variety B of complete flags in V fixed by u has beenu
w x w x w xstudied by Spaltenstein Sp , Steinberg S1 , S2 and others. van Leeuwen
w xvL has given an interpretation of the Robinson]Schensted and Schutzen-È
berger algorithms in terms of the geometry of B .u
 .Let F s F ; F ; ??? ; F ; V g B . Following Steinberg we at-0 1 ny1 u
 .  4tach to F a standard tableau t F with entries 1, 2, . . . , n as follows. The
 .subtableau of t F with the numbers 1, 2, . . . , d has the shape of the
Jordan type of u restricted to F , for each d. Following Spaltenstein wed
 .attach another standard tableau s F to F as follows. The subtableau of
 .s F with the numbers 1, 2, . . . , d has the shape of the Jordan type of the
unipotent transformation on VrF induced by u, for each d. Fornyd
 4  :  :  : .example, if F is the flag 0 ; e ; e , e ; e , e , e ; V where1 1 2 1 2 3
 4e , e , e , e is a basis of V and u : e ª e , e ª e q e , e ª e , e ª e1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 3 3 4 4
then
1 2 1 4
t F s and s F s .3 2 .  .
4 3
Corresponding to each flag F we have a flag FU in the dual vector
space V U , where FU is the space of linear functionals on V vanishing ond
 . U UF . Then u induces the transpose transformation u on V , and unyd
U U  .  U .fixes F if and only if u fixes F . We then have t F s s F and
 .  U .s F s t F .
Steinberg has shown that the map t : F ª T gives rise to a bijection
between the irreducible components of B and standard tableaux of shapeu
l, where l is the partition of n given by the Jordan form of u. Each fibre
of t is a dense open part of the corresponding component.
 .   . 4Notation. i B s F g B ¬ t F s T ,u, T u
 . U   . 4ii B s F g B ¬ s F s T .u, T u
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wWe summarize the results of Steinberg that we need S1, Cor. 5.6; S2,
xTheorem 1 in the following theorem.
 .  .3.1 THEOREM. i The elements of W are in bijection with triples
 X.u, F, F where u runs o¨er representati¨ es of the unipotent conjugacy classes
of G and F, FX are representati¨ es of dense open parts of components of B ofu
X  X.Xthe form B , B for some T , T . If w ª u, F, F then w is the relati¨ eu, T u, T
position of F and FX.
 .  X.  .  X . Xii If w ª u, F, F and t F s T , t F s T then w corresponds
 X.to the pair T , T under the Robinson]Schensted correspondence.
 .  X.iii Let w ª u, F, F and let B be the stabilizer of F in G, so that
u g B. The conjugacy class of u intersects B l wB densely.
We now describe Schutzenberger's sliding process or ``jeu de taquin,''È
w x  w x.following F see also Sa . This process starts with a skew tableau S
 .which in our case is strictly increasing along rows and columns . The
process then takes an inside corner which can be thought of as a hole or a
box and slides the smaller of its two neighbors to the right or below into
the empty box. This creates a new hole or empty box in the skew diagram.
The process is repeated until the box in the inner corner is brought to an
outer corner, when it is discarded. Repeating this procedure until there are
no more inside corners we get a tableau called the rectification of S. For a
w x w xproof of the following result we refer to F or Sa, 3.9.7 .
 .3.2 THEOREM. Starting with a gi¨ en skew tableau, all choices of inside
corners lead to the same rectification.
 .Given a standard tableau T , a standard tableau S T of the same shape
 w x.as T is associated with T by the ``evacuation'' process see Sa, 3.11 . We
remove the entries 1, 2, . . . , n from T in turn by the sliding process and
 .keep track of the outer corners which are removed. The tableau S T
contains n y j q 1 in the position of the outer corner which is removed
when the box containing j is removed from T.
EXAMPLE. Let
1 3 5 6
T s .
2 4
Then
1 2 3 6
S T s . .
4 5
The following connection between evacuation and the Robinson]Schen-
 w x.sted algorithm is well known see, e.g., HS, 2.1 .
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 .  X.3.3 PROPOSITION. If w ª T , T under the Robinson]Schensted corre-
  .  X..spondence then w ww ª S T , S T where w is the longest element of W.0 0 0
w xIn his paper vL van Leeuwen gave geometrical interpretations of the
Robinson]Schensted and Schitzenberger algorithms, from first principles
 .without assuming 3.3 . In particular he proved the following theorem.
 . w x U3.4 THEOREM vL, 2.3.2 . The sets B and B are dense in theu, T u, ST .
irreducible component of B parametrized by T.u
We now prove a lemma which is used in the proof of the main theorem
in Section 4. We introduce for convenience the following notation.
 .  4Notation. i If T is a standard tableau with entries 1, 2, . . . , n and
1 F d F n then T is the subtableau with entries 1, 2, . . . , d and T X is thed d
skew tableau obtained from T by erasing the entries 1, 2, . . . , d.
 .  4ii If T has entries k, k q 1, . . . , k q n y 1 we denote by T the0
standard tableau obtained from T by replacing k q i y 1 by i, for 0 F i F
n y 1.
 .  43.5 LEMMA. Let T be a standard tableau with entries 1, 2, . . . , n and R
X  .  .the rectification of T where 1 F d F n. Then S R s S T .d 0 d
 .  4Proof. This follows easily from the construction of S T . If 1, 2, . . . , d
are removed from T by the sliding process and n, n y 1, . . . , n y d q 1
 .have been inserted into S T , T is reduced to R and R has entries
 4d q 1, . . . , n . We now apply the sliding process to R until 1, 2, . . . , d are
 .  .inserted into S T . But this is the process of constructing S R . Hence0
 .  .S R s S T .0 d
4. THE MAIN THEOREM
 .As in Section 3 we let G s GL n, C act on V. We pick an ordered basis
 4  : e , e , . . . , e of V. Let V s e , e , . . . , e and V s e , e , . . . ,1 2 n 1 1 2 m 2 mq1 mq2
:e so that V s V [ V . Let L be the subgroup of G which fixes V andn 1 2 1
 .  . XV , so that L ( GL m, C = GL n y m, C . Let W, W be the Weyl2
groups of G, L, respectively, with respect to a maximal torus contained in
a Borel subgroup B, where we assume B is the stabilizer of the standard
 4  :flag F s F - F - ??? - F - V with F s e , e , . . . , e . Let B0 1 ny1 i 1 2 i L
 .be the Borel subgroup of L which fixes the pair of flags K , K where1 2
 4   :  :K s F - F - ??? - F s V and K s 0 - e - e , e -1 0 1 m 1 2 m m mq1
4??? - V .2
Let D be the set of distinguished right coset representatives of W X in
W, as in Section 2. Let F be the set of roots of G with respect to the
chosen maximal torus, Fq the set of positive roots corresponding to B, D
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the set of simple roots, and DX ; D the subset defining L. We then have
 w x.see, e.g., C, 2.3.3
D s w g W ¬ wy1 DX ; Fq 4 .
s w g W ¬ DX ; wy1 Fq . 4 .
Let w g W, w s wXd where wX g W X, d g D. Then dB > B and so wB lL
L sw
X
B .L
The following lemma relates the unipotent conjugacy classes corre-
sponding to w, wX, respectively, by Steinberg's theorem.
 .4.1 LEMMA. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B, with Le¨i
subgroup L. Let p : P ª L be the natural projection. Then we can pick
unipotent conjugacy classes C, CX in G, L, respecti¨ ely, and u g C, ¨ g CX
 .  .  . w w  .such that i p u s ¨ , ii C l B l B is dense in B l B, and iii
CX l B l w
X
B is dense in B l w
X
B .L L L L
Proof. This is clear from the fact that wB l L sw
X
B , by regarding B asL
the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in G.
Our main theorem, below, describes the connection between the tableaux
parametrizing the right cells of W and of W X containing w, wX, respec-
tively, if w s wXd, d g D.
 . X X X4.2 THEOREM. Let w s w d where w g W, w g W , d g D. Suppose
the right cell containing w is parametrized by the standard tableau T containing
 4 X1, 2, . . . , n and the right cell containing w is parametrized by the pair of
 .  4standard tableaux S , S where S contains 1, 2, . . . , m and S contains1 2 1 2
 4 Xm q 1, m q 2, . . . , n . Then T s S and the rectification of T is S .m 1 m 2
Proof. We pick u g G, ¨ g L corresponding to w, wX, respectively, as
 .  .in Lemma 4.1, so that p u s ¨ . By Steinberg's Theorem see 3.1 we have
 .  .  .t F s T , t K s S , and t K s S . Since K is a subflag of F we1 1 2 2 1
have T s S . We now show that the rectification R of T X is S .m 1 m 2
We regard FrF as a flag in V . It then suffices to show that R sm 2
 .  .t FrF , where we regard u as acting on VrV ( V . Since p u s ¨ wem 1 2
 .  .have t FrF s t K s S and this proves the theorem.m 2 2
We consider the dual flag FU in V U which is fixed by uU. Then
uU s w uwy1 where w is the longest element in W. Then C l w 0 B l w 0wB0 0 0
is dense in w 0 B lw 0wB. Hence w wwy1 corresponds to the triple0 0
 U U w .U . U  .u , F , F and by 3.4 we see that F corresponds to the tableau S T .
U  .  .  .This implies that F g B , i.e., that t F s T , s F s S T . Since Ru, ST .
X  .  .is the rectification of the skew tableau T , we have S R s S T bym 0 m
Lemma 3.5. Applying the above arguments to FrF as a flag on V fixedm 2
 .  .  .  .by u or ¨ we get i S T s s FrF , since by definition s FrF sm m m
 U .  .  .  .   . .t F s S T , and ii t FrF s S S T .m m m m
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  . .   ..  .But then S S T s S S R s R . Here t FrF has entriesm 0 0 m
 4  4  41, 2, . . . , n y m . Replacing 1, 2, . . . , n y m by m q 1, m q 2, . . . , n we
 .see that t FrF s R, as required. This proves the result and the theo-m
rem.
We now consider a special case of our theorem, where we choose S and1
S to be superstandard in the sense that the entries 1, 2, . . . , m in the case2
of S and m q 1, m q 2, . . . , n in the case of S are written from left to1 2
right and from top to bottom. We assume that S is of shape m and S is1 2
of shape n where m, n are partitions of m, n y m, respectively.
 .Let S m, n be the set of standard tableaux T of shape l such thatl
 X . <  . < lT s S and R T s S . By Theorem 4.2, we have S m, n s g , them 1 m 2 l mn
l W  m n .Xmultiplicity of x in Ind x = x . We show below that in fact we haveW
 .  .a bijection between S m, n and L lrm, n .l
We will need the following lemma, the proof of which can be found in
w xF, Sect. 5 .
 .  .4.3 LEMMA. A skew tableau of shape lrm and weight n is in L lrm, n ,
i.e., its word is a lattice permutation, if and only if its rectification is the
tableau of shape n with entries 1 in the first row, 2 in the second row, and so
on.
 .  .A map c from L lrm, n to S m, n is given as follows. Let S gl
 .  4L lrm, n and let n s n , n , . . . . Replace the n entries 1 in S by1 2 1
m q 1, m q 2, . . . , m q n , then the n entries 2 by m q n q 1, m q n1 2 1 1
q 2, . . . , m q n q n , and so on. Denote the skew tableau thus obtained1 2
by SX. Take a shape l, fill the boxes of the subshape m with 1, 2, . . . , m to
form a superstandard tableau, and then superimpose SX on the subshape
lrm to get a standard tableau T of shape l. Using Lemma 4.3 we see that
 X.  .  .R S must be superstandard and hence T g S m, n . Setting c S s Tl
 .  .we have a map c : L lrm, n ª S m, n . It is clear we can define thel
 .  .inverse of c from S m, n to L lrm, n , again using Lemma 4.3. Hencel
we have shown:
 .  .4.4 PROPOSITION. The map c is a bijection from L lrm, n onto
 .S m, n .l
w x  .Remmel and Whitney RW have introduced a set O m)n as follows.
Given a skew shape, we number the boxes from right to left and from
 4top to bottom by 1, 2, . . . . We call this the reverse numbering of the
shape.
 .DEFINITION. O m)n is the set of standard tableaux U constructed
form a skew shape consisting of a shape m above a shape n with the top
right-hand corner of the shape n touching the bottom and left hand corner
 .  .of the shape m, according to the following rules i and ii .
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 .i If k y 1 and k appear in the same row of the reverse numbering
of the skew shape, then k occurs weakly above and strictly to the right of
k y 1 in U.
 .ii If k appears in the box directly below j in the reverse numbering
of the skew shape, then k occurs strictly below and weakly to the left of j
in U.
 .  .We denote by O m)n the subset of O m)n of tableaux of shape l.l
w x <  . <Remmel and Whitney RW, Proposition 2 have shown that O m)n sl
g l , and a key ingredient in their proof is that the map c is a bijectionmn
 .  .  .  .from L lrm, n onto O m)n . Thus we have S m, n s O m)n . Wel l l
then have:
 .  .4.5 PROPOSITION. Let S , S be superstandard. Then the set S m, n of1 2 l
 .standard tableaux T of shape l obtained from the pair S , S by Theorem1 2
 .4.2 coincides with the Remmel]Whitney set O m)n .l
w xRemark. G. de B. Robinson R, 3.31 has given another version of the
Littlewood]Richardson rule. The connection between this and the Rem-
mel]Whitney algorithm is not clear to us. I thank Jack Towber for this
reference.
w xRemark. The results of Fulton in F, Sect. 5 imply that the number of
 .standard tableaux T of shape l obtained from a fixed pair S , S of1 2
standard tableaux of shapes m, n , respectively, as in Theorem 4.2 is equal
to g l . Our theorem gives a construction of the right cells of W corre-mn
sponding to the tableaux T.
5. AN EXAMPLE
We give below an example to illustrate Theorem 4.2. Let n s 7, m s 21,
n s 212. By the Littlewood]Richardson rule g l s 1 for l s 2213, 314,mn
231, 413, 322, 321, 421 and g l s 2 for l s 3212. We takemn
4 6
1 3
S s and S s .51 22
7
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The tableaux T obtained according to Theorem 4.2 are then the following
1 3 1 3 6 1 3 1 3 4 1 3 6
2 6 2 2 6 2 6 2 4
4 4 4 5 5 5
5 5 7 7 7
7 7
1 3 4 1 3 4 1 3 4 1 3 46 6
.2 2 6 2 5 6 2 5
5 5 7 7 7
7
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